
Acknowledgement of Country 

• I would like to acknowledge that we meet this morning on Dja Dja Wurrung, Taungurung and 
Wurundjeri Country whose ancestors and their descendants are the traditional owners of this 
Country.  

• I acknowledge that they have been custodians for many centuries and continue to perform age old 
ceremonies of celebration, initiation and renewal. 

• I acknowledge their living culture and their unique role in the life of this region. I acknowledge that 
Aboriginal sovereignty has not been ceded in this Country. 

• Aboriginal peoples have lived in the Macedon Ranges area for at least 26,000 years.   
The Wurundjeri,Dja Dja Wurrrung and Taungurung communities are still active.

• Mount William, Wil-im-ee Moor-ring (Home of many axes), north of Lancefield is one of the most 
important cultural sites of the Wurundjeri people and was recently added to the National Heritage 
List in recognition of its national significance. Macedon Ranges Shire Council formally transferred 
the land title, ownership and management of Wil-im-ee Moor-ring back to the Wurungeri people in 
2012.

David R Horton (creator), © Aboriginal Studies Press, AIATSIS, and Auslig/Sinclair, Knight, Merz, 1996.
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Wayfinding 

• I define a digital portfolio as a curated site of exhibition, a digital 
cabinet of wonder created and systemised for audience/s through a  
process of resonance, assemblage and becoming.

A wunderkammer of experience, expertise and entrepreneurship, 
where a person can develop communities of practice/s, network/s and 
connections through wayfinding their own embodied knowledge
• An encounter.



Becoming • In a Deleuzian way, becoming is a process of change, 
flight, or movement within an assemblage. Rather than 
conceive of the pieces of an assemblage as an organic 
whole, within which the specific elements are held in 
place by the organization of a unity, the process of 
becoming’. 

• In "becoming-" one piece of the assemblage is drawn 
into the territory of another piece, changing its value as 
an element and bringing about a new unity. An example 
of this principle might be best illustrated in the way in 
which atoms are drawn into an assemblage with nearby 
atoms through affinities rather than an organizational 
purpose. 

• As Deleuze and Guattari explain, the process of 
"becoming" is not one of imitation or analogy, it is 
generative of a new way of being that is a function of 
influences rather than resemblances. The process is one 
of removing the element from its original functions and 
bringing about new ones.



Assessment for longer term learning (Boud, 
2010) 

Key features: 
• sustainable 
• develops informed judgement 
• constructs reflexive learners 
• forms the becoming practitioner 

“Assessment that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of students to 
meet their own future learning needs” (Boud, 2000).



Epistemic beliefs
“Learners with simple epistemological beliefs view knowledge as 
absolute, black or white, handed down by authority, acquired quickly or 
not at all and that the ability to learn is fixed at birth. With sophisticated 
epistemological beliefs learners embrace knowledge as complex and 
tentative and the source of knowledge shifts from the simple transfer of 
knowledge from authority to processes of rational thinking (Schommer, 
1994, p. 295). Further these abilities can be learnt over time” (Tutty and 
White, 2005). 



Methodology and ‘assemblage of methods’ 

(Law, 2004)

• “A digital autoethnographic portfolio is at once a 
space for wayfinding and becoming for the curator, 
activator and designer of personal and professional 
identity artefacts generated across times and 
spaces” (Coleman, 2018)

• “Autoethnography has merged as a methodology of 
interest to qualitative scholars in fields including 
communication, education, performance studies, 
creative writing, psychology…due largely to its ability 
to bring together the concreate detail of the 
personal and the power of theoretical frameworks 
that help us how stories animate and become 
change we seek in the world” (Holman Jones, 2016).



Body matter 



Mapping the self   

Grayson Perry, Map of Nowhere, 2008 Simon Patterson, The Great Bear, 1992Gonkar Gyatso, Buddha In Our Times, 2010



• Contemporary theories of mapmaking argue that it is a creative activity that 
focuses on the process instead of the object of maps (Stephanie Springgay, 
2005).
• Maps are deeply selective (Rebecca Solnit, A Field Guide to Getting Lost, 

p.162)
• Maps exert power (Sarah Hamylton, 2014).
• As Deleuze and Guattari (1987) suggest, a map has "multiple entryways" (p. 

12). It can be cut, torn, reworked and collaged in new spaces. "The map is 
open and connectable in all of its dimensions; it is detachable, reversible, 
susceptible to contacting modification" ( p.12).



“the way maps are compiled and the categories of information 
selected; the way they are generalized, a set of rules for the 
abstraction of the landscape; the way the elements in the 
landscape are formed into hierarchies; and the way various 
rhetorical styles that also reproduce power are employed to 
represent the landscape. To catalog the world is to appropriate 
it, so that all these technical processes represent acts of control 
over its image which extend beyond the professed uses of 
cartography”(Harley, 1989, p.13).  



Epistemic Mapping Exercise 

• How do I know what I know? 
• Where does my knowledge live, breathe and reside? 



Metaphor and maps

• “A metaphor sets one thing beside another and says, ‘see, they have the 
same form’ Which is to say: They make the same gesture; they mean in the 
same way…Metaphor is one way of showing how patterns of meaning in the 
world intersect and echo one another” (Zwicky, 2003, p.6).

• Using the paper and pencils provided, begin mapping out what you know 
about ePortfolios/digital portfolios/PebblePad. 
• As you draw, consider metaphors for the knowledge you hold, does it exist 

in a rugged mountain range? On an island? Is there a vast sea between what 
you know and what you do with that knowledge - if it seems disconnected, 
is there a bridge? Who is with you? As you draw, keep asking yourself, how 
do I know it? Who taught me? Who was on the journey with me? 
• Your map may look like a set of train stops, a series of islands, or a 

wonderland of adventure. 



Folding 



What does this have to do with curating for 
becoming in digital portfolios?



Portfolios as practice-based and practice-led 
research 
• There are two types of practice related research: practice-based and 

practice-led: 
1. If a creative artefact is the basis of the contribution to knowledge, 

the research is practice-based. 
2. If the research leads primarily to new understandings about 

practice, it is practice-led. Practice-based Research is an original 
investigation undertaken in order to gain new knowledge partly by 
means of practice and the outcomes of that practice.



Curation and placemaking

“Place and identity are inextricably bound to one another. The 
two are co-produced as people come to identify with where 
they live, shape it, however modestly, and are in turn shaped by 
their environments, creating distinctive environmental 
autobiographies, the narratives we hold from the memories of 
those spaces and places that shaped us” (Gieseking & Mangold, 
2014, p.73).





Placemaking: Spatial Qualities  

• Placemaking in the digital is about user interaction and participation along 
designed pathways that ease navigation between artefacts. “Places do not 
have intrinsic meanings and essences; they simply have meanings that are 
more conventional and “appropriate.” ... [The] meanings of place are 
created through practice” (Cresswell, 1996, p.17). 
• Practice considerations include material practices, use of space and dialogue 

between modes and compositional page devices such as banners, blocks 
and text columns to create the feeling of a fourth dimension in the liminal. 
• A digital portfolio is not an eBook, it is a rhizomatic space and the 

experience needs to afford this affect/effect.



Sensorial qualities of the environment

• As a digital installation, the sensory experience is created in a portfolio 
through the use of multimodal artefacts, transmediation and the use 
of video and image as method to tell a story. 
• “Working with video as method enabled me to create a dialogue 

between the personal and professional, and to demonstrate the 
sensory in the digital environment through the colours of the 
surroundings and backdrops, birds, people and voice” (Coleman, 
2017).



Cultural experience

• There is baggage that surrounds physically situated art installations, galleries and 
museums. This baggage holds our appropriate responses and behaviours neatly 
inside and these are echoed through the halls and reframed as we enter each 
area. In digital spaces the (n)etiquette is more nuanced as we enter in our time, 
from anywhere in any place. 
• I am drawn to curation as an experience, because of the storytelling nature of the 

curator as a gift, an event, a mapping (Martinon, 2013). Museums are places of 
storytelling (Bedford, 2001) and if we consider the digital portfolio as site of 
exhibition we are given the cues to create spaces of importance and cultural 
recognition through a new form of digital narrative. The cultural experience is 
defined by the designer in their digital portfolio, they choose how we approach 
their practice in the setting they design and curate for us as audience. 
• The skills inherent in this digital language and curation of space as place need to 

be taught and embedded in our art education to enable skills in digital visuacy, 
curation and placemaking, digital composition and site design.



Personal experience

• In a digital portfolio we are offered time to reflect as slow scholars,  
and consider practice/s in a pedagogical space. Here a visitor can 
participate through multi-modal dialogic, and trans mediation as they 
construct a narrative and digital story around artefacts. For the 
designer activating the site through placemaking and curating, the 
meaningful experience where self understanding and growth in 
practice occurs through the resonances in the curation of the site 
experience. 
• This is an encounter in becoming (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987).



Relational experience

• In digital portfolio, the site is a participatory, it is a form of relational 
practice created in the encounter of the site. Without the audience, 
the site is not engaged, not useful without interaction. These digital 
artefacts shift their role to become relational objects (Bourriaud, 
2002). 
• In the art world: “Works of art never exist independently or discretely. 

An art object always constitutes the nexus between its maker(s) and 
those that receive it...The artist acts as an agent to create the work of 
art; the work of art conveys the agency of the artist to the recipient; 
the recipient is a ‘patient’ of the artist’s agency carried by the work” 
(Windsor, 2011, para.8).





Slow research scholarship

• Curating as digital autoethnographer is an important step in rendering 
a portfolio as a self portrait.

• ‘slow scholarship’ (Mountz, Bonds, Mansfield, Loyd, Hyndman, 
Walton-Roberts, Basu, Whitson, Hawkins, Hamilton & Cyrrand; O’Neill 
2014) allows us to move gently, meditatively, and thoughtfully. In the 
spirit of slow scholarship, we have time to stop in spaces for wonder, 
wandering as we engage with ourselves, this enables a restorative 
encounter with the self,  place, displacements, and roaming for 
learning.



Becoming 


